Skull Themed Ring King Kong Goth Silver Plated Crystal Jewelry
Launched
Dome Ignite, a Goth jewelry and accessories retailer, announced a new skull-themed
Goth ring dedicated to the popular movie Kong: Skull Island. The stainless-steel silver
plated ring can be worn by Kong and Goth enthusiasts, as well as by anyone looking
for a unique accessory.
Dome Ignite, a Goth jewelry and accessories retailer, announced a new skull-themed Goth ring
dedicated to the popular movie Kong: Skull Island. The stainless-steel silver plated ring can be worn
by Kong and Goth enthusiasts, as well as by anyone looking for a unique accessory.Canton, United
States - April 17, 2017 /PressCable/ -Dome Ignite, a company specializing in Goth jewelry and accessories, launched a new skull-themed
Goth ring to celebrate the launch of the popular movie Kong: Skull Island
More
information
can
be
found
at
https://domeignite.com/collections/skull-jewelry/products/dome-ignite-stainless-steel-silver-plated-rin
g-with-decorated-with-crystals.
Recent years have seen a rise in the popularity of personalized accessories, with many people
preferring themed items that can be offered as gifts, or simply worn as a fashion or cultural
statement.
Typically associated with teenage culture and metal music, Goth accessories have seen a similar
rise in popularity, as their versatile designs make them appropriate as gift ideas and Halloween
accessories, among many other uses.
Dome Ignite has launched a new skull-themed ring to celebrate the launch of Kong: Skull Island, the
popular film starring Tom Hiddleston, Brie Larson and Samuel L. Jackson.
Kong: Skull Island, finds King Kong confronted with man and other beasts in the uncharted Skull
Island in the Pacific. Fans of Skull Island and other Kong Movies can now celebrate the launch of
the new film with the new Dome Ignite skull ring.
The new ring is designed as both a quality Goth accessory and a durable piece of jewelry. The ring
is made of stainless steel with a durable silver plating, and it is decorated with fashionable crystal for
a unique design.
The Dome Ignite ring is currently available in sizes 8 through 12, making it ideal for Goth and King
Kong fans of all ages.
Dome Ignite also provides a large selection of skull-themed items, including drinkware, clothing,
footwear and various jewelry. All items are constantly tested for top quality standards.
The company announced that it plans to continue to update its selection of skull- and goth-themed
products, in an effort to respond to the various demands of both Goth fans and the general public.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website.
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